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Active since February, group buying startup Tuangru is already seeing success with a model that
uses the aggregate buying power of its mid-tier hosting provider customers to lower their server
hardware costs.

The offering has obvious cost benefits to hosting customers. It also has the potential to be a
disruptive influence, and level the playing field somewhat in the Web and application hosting space,
where economies of scale enable the larger providers to exert price pressure on the mid-tier and
smaller providers. Reducing capex requirements enables these smaller hosting providers to better
compete, and to produce EBITDA and margins closer to those of the larger providers, such as
SoftLayer or Rackspace.

Business model

Using elements of recently emerged group-buying practices and the more familiar value-added
reseller model, Tuangru presents large hardware partners with the SMB sales channel they may not
be able to maintain internally. The company indicates its hardware partners currently include Dell,
Supermicro, Lenovo, Huawei and Juniper Networks, and that it continues to seek new partnerships
(based on customer demand and technology forecasting). The consequence of aggregating that
buying power, according to Tuangru, is substantial discounts of up to about 50% versus vendor's
retail pricing, for example. While mid-tier hosting providers are also able to negotiate volume
discounts, the aggregate rate is almost definitely lower. The company indicates it charges
customers an intentionally small transaction fee on purchases. It supplements that with rebates
from its vendor partners, and another rebate from American Express, which it uses to finance the
purchasing.
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Tuangru's overall margin is fairly small; however, it keeps its operating costs low (hardware is drop
shipped from the vendors, freeing the company from any logistical heavy lifting, for example).
Ultimately, it intends to grow as its customers grow, and benefit from ever-increasing scale. The
company says it expects to be profitable by the end of the year. An advantage of the model is that,
as Tuangru adds more customers and consequently more buying power, it is able to negotiate
lower rates with vendors. The fact that the company guarantees all its customers the same rate
means existing customers have incentive to encourage competitors to come on board. The
company also offers a reverse logistics product, which offers a secondary market for used hardware.
Via partnerships with reverse logistics companies, Tuangru gives hosting providers a venue for
selling off end-of-life hardware with a minimum of time and effort. It also handles the certifying of
data wiping and environmentals through partnerships.

Strategy, products and customers

In addition to the basic cost savings, Tuangru indicates that its offering also provides customers
with access to new products (servers using new processor components, for instance) without the
lead time those product typically take to get to retail. It also applies an existing, and aggregated,
ongoing ordering experience to apply in-depth analytics (frequently out of reach for smaller hosting
companies) to the purchasing process. Tuangru's quote comes with analytics, comparing hardware
products (in terms of metrics like capacity, and space and power requirements), providing the
c-level executives at the hosting provider customer with suggestions that boil their hardware
purchasing decisions down to a per-megawatt cost or EBITDA consideration, which tends to simplify
the prospect considerably.

Tuangru indicates its target customer is a hosting, managed services or SaaS provider generating
between $10 and 40m in revenue, and managing somewhere between 1,000 and 10,000 servers.
These providers typically don't do much analytics work around planning for capacity or refresh
cycle, which is why Tuangru intends to make the type of analytics it does in producing its quotes
available as an additional paid subscription service through its user portal.

Most of the company's plans for additional new services involve applying the aggregate buying
power of its customers to other resources consumed by hosting companies – credit card processing
rates, for example, power or bandwidth.

Context

Tuangru was started in February of this year, by Jad Jebara, previously senior VP of finance and
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administration at PEER 1 Hosting, prior to its acquisition by Canadian carrier Cogeco. The company
started out with two hosting customers, and has grown that number to 12. Tuangru indicates it is
currently on track to generate between $8 and 10m in revenue during 2013, which should
extrapolate to between $36 and 40m in 2014 revenue, excluding any growth (which the company
also anticipates). The company currently employs 7 people, and intends to hire more before the
end of the year.

Competition

Tuangru's model is fairly unique in the hosting space. In the business of selling hardware to service
providers, the company competes with the usual suspects among the large VARs and integrators
known for distributing those products, including Ingram Micro, SYNNEX, Tech Data and others,
however, Tuangru believes it has pricing that favors the hosting provider more in comparison with
the typical VAR or integrator. Hardware leasing company Data Sales Co similarly offers an
alternative means of financing hardware acquisition. However, it is not really in the same business
as Tuangru, and could potentially function as a supplier to the company.

The 451 Take

The value of an offering that reduces capex is, for the mid-tier hosting provider, an obvious
and appealing value proposition. Tuangru indicates that response from prospective customers
has been pretty universally positive, and its rapid growth (as well as 451 Research
discussions with non-customers in the hosting space) would seem to confirm that claim.
EBITDA is the main basis for valuations in the hosting space, which means any activity that
improves EBITDA effectively increases the value of the company directly (M&A transactions
typically value hosting providers somewhere in the 7 to 12x EBITDA range). This is definitely
part of the value proposition Tuangru brings to a hosting provider.

Most interesting to watch will be the potential of the company to change the dynamics in the
hosting space as it achieves additional scale – a reasonably likely prospect, given the growth
it has already achieved.
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